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➢ Snapshot of firearm violence in the U.S.
➢ Insufficiency of law enforcement response

➢ Introducing an alternative: 
➢ Hospital-Based Violence Intervention Programs (HVIPs) 

➢ Credible Messengers

➢ Research Next Steps:
➢ Determining what works, where, and for whom

Agenda



Firearm Violence is a Public Health Issue

Between January 1, 2014 and December 31, 2019 
firearms accounted for more than 

➢ 86,000 non-suicide deaths
➢ 169,000 violent injuries

Six-Year Average:

➢ 14,300 deaths 
➢ 28,000 violent injuries

Source: The Gun Violence Archive



Firearm Violence is a Public Health Issue

Between January 1, 2014 and December 31, 2019 
firearms accounted for more than 

➢ 86,000 non-suicide deaths
➢ 169,000 violent injuries

2020

➢ 19,401 deaths (+29%)

➢ 39,441 injuries (+33%)

Annual Average

➢ 14,300 deaths

➢ 28,000 injuries



Violence is Extensive…



… but it is not Random

Chicago Arrest Data

Red nodes identify subjects of 
a fatal or nonfatal gunshot 
injury (n = 9773)

Blue nodes represent people 
who were not subjects of gun 
violence (n = 128,390)

Social Contagion accounts for 
63% of gun violence in this 
network (n = 138,163)

Papachristos, et al (2012)



“Homicide thrives on intimacy, communal 
interactions, barter, and a shared sense of 
private rules. The intimacy part was also why 
homicide was so stubbornly intraracial. You had 
to be involved with people to want to kill them.”

“Maybe the gnawing fear of getting murdered -
estimated as high as one in thirty-five by a 
Justice Department report in the 1990s - would 
influence another group of men differently. But 
this was hairsplitting. Take a bunch of teenage 
boys from the whitest, safest suburb in America 
and plunk them down in a place where their  
friends are murdered and they are constantly 
attacked and threatened. Signal that no one 
cares, and fail to solve the murders. Limit their 
options for escape. Then see what happens.”

Homicide is Fundamentally Relational



The Police Aren’t Helping

https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/2018/national/murder-with-impunity/



➢ Violence is extensive
➢ Yet clusters by geography

➢ Violence is pervasive
➢ Yet spreads through small social networks

➢ Current solutions are law enforcement-focused
➢ Yet police are not credible in affected communities

➢ It’s time for new approaches
➢ Introducing Hospital-Based Violence Intervention

Let’s Recap



➢ Rooted in evidence suggesting that, in the 
immediate aftermath of a violent assault, victims 
are particularly receptive to making changes in their 
life and altering behavior to prevent future injury 
or death. 

➢ Thus, this window in time has been referred to as 
the “teachable moment” and a unique opportunity 
to break cycles of violence. 

Hospital-Based Violence Intervention



➢ Brief intervention in the emergency department 
or at the hospital bedside

➢ followed by intensive, trauma-informed 
community-based case management services in 
the months following the injury

➢ Provided by culturally competent Intervention 
Specialists (i.e., “Credible Messengers”) who often 
also serve in a mentorship capacity

Hospital-Based Violence Intervention



The HAVI, 2021



Current HAVI Locations



Current & Emerging Sites



Violence is Extensive…



Current & Emerging Sites



➢ Reduce violent injury recidivism and retaliation in 
HVIP communities

➢ Increase community and hospital partnership to 
prevent community violence

➢ Increase community and hospital partnership to 
address social determinants of health

Outcomes of Interest



➢ Hypothesis: successful violence prevention requires 
strong and credible ties to the community

➢ Community-based vs. law enforcement engagement

➢ Credibility: direct experience with firearm violence 
(as victim or perpetrator)

Enter “Credible Messengers”
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➢ Hypothesis: successful violence prevention requires 
strong and credible ties to the community

➢ Community-based vs. law enforcement engagement

➢ Credibility: direct experience with firearm violence 
(as victim or perpetrator)

➢ Messengers: lead the way out, connecting survivors 
to resources along the way

Enter “Credible Messengers”



➢ We know what outcomes to target
➢ Recidivism
➢ Perpetration & criminal legal involvement
➢ Psycho-social needs
➢ Education
➢ Employment
➢ Family & social supports
➢ Medical & insurance needs

What we know…



➢ We know what outcomes to target
➢ Recidivism
➢ Perpetration & criminal legal involvement
➢ Psycho-social needs
➢ Education
➢ Employment
➢ Family & social supports
➢ Medical & insurance needs

➢ How best to get there

What we don’t know…



➢ How much case management is needed?

➢ Is quality (intensity) or quantity (duration) more 
effective?

➢ What is the optimal enrollment window?

➢ How much staffing is needed? With what credentials?

What we don’t know…



➢ HAVI survey to current programs

➢ Delphi method with academic experts & HAVI 
intervention and program specialists

➢ Test association between Delphi results & survivor 
outcomes at key sites

➢ Develop toolkit for emerging HAVI sites

Research next steps



Current HAVI Locations



Current & Emerging Sites
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Chicago Arrest Data
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a fatal or nonfatal gunshot 
injury (n = 9773)
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Violence is Extensive…



Lars Almquist

larsalmq@uw.edu

@almquist_lars

Questions & Suggestions (i.e., help!)


